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Maximize your chance of recovery from cancer - and learn how to prevent it - with this

down-to-earth, practical guide that has saved and improved lives since its first publishing in 1992.

This accessible book presents scientific guidelines and documented facts for the successful

treatment and prevention of cancer and other health problems, and is a must-read for everyone,

from those looking for a cure for cancer to those looking for a roadmap to surefire prevention.
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William L. Fischer has been involved in medicine, health care, and natural healing for over 30 years.

After working with several of the largest pharmaceutical manufacturers in his native Germany, he

moved to the United States and began publishing books on natural healing. For him to obtain the

most comprehensive information available, his research has taken him around the world to such

diverse places as Iran, The Far East, Europe, and Egypt to study natural healing techniques and

practices of other cultures. He is the author of over a dozen books including the following: How to

Fight Prostate Cancer & Win; Breakthroughs in Arthritis; Secrets to a Healthy Heart and Low

Cholesterol; and Eye Secrets to Better Sight

This book comes highly recomened by my Chiropractor, who is know for homeopathic meds. to fight

cancer. I have been treated for cancer for three years. Now I am leaning towards the alternative

treatments in addition to the medical treatments. Now that I am off treatments, but not in remission, I



am taking some homeopathic treatments and diet change. I am excited to read this.What really

bothers me about the medical profession is that I have not had advice about diet and some of the

effective alternative treatments. If theirs' don't work, the act like there couldn't be any other

treatments. There are many natural antioxidants that could be taken, to help fight cancer. Also,

eliminating sugars as much as possible.

Very important book for cancer recovery. Highly recommend. Should be one of the most significant

books out there, in my opinion. Has information about Dr. Johanna Budwig, six or seven time Nobel

Prize nominee (depending upon what you read; I am not sure of the exact number). There is a good

reason why people come down with cancer since your body should be able to fight it off. It is said

we all get cancer at some point or another in our lives. It's just that we never know about it since the

body "handles" it. I'm sorry, but you cannot "treat" cancer by cutting, burning or poisoning!!! A

healthy body will deal with cancer on its own in the first place!

This book has some valuable information about techniques for enhancing survival chances for

cancer fighters. However! There are some questionable methods, and alternative treatments

described which may or may not be helpful. Possibly I have not used a system fully or accurately,

and should not speak to the effectiveness of these treatments, but my final reaction has been that

there are no guarantees, that there are treatment centers which may just be taking the money of

desperate people unable to give them the cure they seek. Each person must find the right help,

choose the right treatments, and ultimately put their trust in God for the outcome. In other words,

this is not the final answer, although there are many helpful ideas

This book should be required reading for every student at Grade 12 and above, and especially all

medical students. When it comes to cancer, there are many successful treatments available, other

than chemotherapy, surgery, or radiation. This book tells about many of those treatments.--

Have read this book twice. Plenty information on what cancer (several types) is and what causes it.

How to boost your immune system and how to prevent it. Prevention is the key, this book gives

insight to prevent cancer and how to fight it. I now send these as gifts to people I care about. Well

worth the price of admission.

Glad I can still get .this book. So many friends have or know someone with cancer. It has the best



explanation of the Budwig Flax Oil diet thatI have found. It has helped in many cases and I

personally do the diet every day to stay well. (73 and no meds)

Bought this book since being diagnosed with terminal cancer. It's an easy read with some great

ideas. I've incorporated some of the ideas illustrated in the Budwig regime and I've started to feel

better. Not sure where it will take me but I can say the book was full of good information

Informative book worth the read for cancer patients or their caregiver.
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